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A new voltage-controlled filter designed for the ARP synthesizer is a combination
low-pass, high-pass, and band-reject filter capable of obtaining Q as .high as 500. The
filter is unconditionally stable and the Q can be controlled from ½ to 500 by an ex-
ternal control voltage. The center frequency of the filter can be varied continuously
over 20 octaves on a 1-volt per octave response to an external control signal.

INTRODUCTION: Since the acceptance of electronic processing, speech analysis and synthesis, and analog corn-
music synthesizers in recording studios, bands, and edu- putation, to mention a few.
cational institutions, the demand for a wider range of
sound timbres has increased greatly. The filter to be de- BACKGROUND
scribed here was initially designed for use in the modular
ARP s synthesizer, to extend the gamut of sound spectra Music synthesizers typically generate waveforms with
available. The main design objectives were 1) to achieve rich but uniform harmonic structures, such as sawtooth
a very high but stable resonance factor (Q), 2) to pro- or pulse waves. These are then fed into a filter, whose
vide high-pass, band-pass, and band-reject (notch) capa- amplitude-frequency response modifies the amplitude re-

lation of the harmonics, creating a change in the timbrebility as well as the already available low-pass function,
and 3) to allow accurate and stable voltage control of ("tone") of the sound (Fig. 1).

Since the filter is the major timbre controlling element,both the center frequency Fc and Q in an exponential
it is obviously desirable to 1) have a wide variety of fre-manner.

These goals have been achieved in what is called the quency response shapes available, and 2) be able to rapid-
ARP module 1047 multimode filter/resonator. In addi- ly change the filter's parameters through voltage control;

that is, to vary dynamically the timbre of the sound.tion, many new applications have been realized, such as
accurate real-time spectral analysis, biological signal However, most synthesizers rely on a voltage-controlled

low-pass filter with relatively sharp (24 dB per octave)
cutoff and moderate resonance capability (20 dB peak,
or a Q of 10). Although this response is certainly useful,

* Presented April 29, 1971, at the 40th Convention of the most natural sounds do not resemble the harmonic struc-
Audio Engineering Society, Los Angeles. tures attainable with this filter. Rather, they are the re-

xARP is a trademark of Tonus, Inc. sult of impressing a simple waveform from, for example,
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CONTROLVOLTAGE CONTROLVOLTAGE What is unique, however, is that the parameters (K l, K,,
'_PUTSFROM _NPUTSFROM Kd, and K4) are voltage controlled by accurate tempera-KEYBOARD,ETC. ANYTHING

 ure o pe sat d  cu try, r vingwid -range voltage-controlled amplifiers.
TOENVELOPE AS will be shown in the mathematical analysis, the

SAOOT-> >S.AP NG
W] FILTEROUTPUT ' four K parameters are scaled so as to 1) provide inde-

pendent control of Fc and Q, and 2) normalize the re-
_ / _ sponsesothatthefouroutputshaveunityga_nintheir

-- time _ respective passbands.%r'q.c%
AMPLITUDE

RESPONSE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
HARMONIC OFFILTER HARMONIC

AMPLITUDES The Laplace transform method will be used, so a few

'ii/i'(iD Es _ I[11_ definiti°ns are in °rder'and

s - _ + jr0, where _r is the damping factor (real

ii'x_ T axis) to angular frequency (imaginarythe

FREQUENCY FREQUENCh ) FREQUENCY aXiS)

Fig. 1. Typical filter application in sound synthesis, w -- 2_r/,where f is the frequency in hertz

1/s - transfer function of an integrator

a reed, violin bow, or mechanical impulse, on a resonator
which reinforces a region of the driving vcaveform's spec- J - V --1.
trum. Typical natural resonators are horns, strings, pipes, Proceeding to the analysis, let us assume an input sip-
drums, and sounding boards. The 1047 filter's band-pass nal E_ (Fig. 2), which according to Laplace is an impulse
response is that of a natural acoustic resonator, namely, (a voltage that jumps to infinite amplitude and back in
single pole (6 dB per octave), and has a resonance factor zero time) of area equal to E1. (I offer my sincere apol-
voltage controllable from 0 to 54 dB, that is, a Q range ogles to mathematicians who do not accept impulse func-
of lA (damped) to 512. tions.) Let us also assume the resonance mode switch to

be in the "normal" position.

DESIGN The output of the negative summer is E_t. EB =

The filter block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The filter Eu(Ka/s), EL -- E_t(Ka/s)(K4/s), so the summer's out-
is basically an analog computing circuit consisting of put En : E1 -- EL -- K2ER = E1 -- E_(KaK4/s2)

summers and integrators, set up to solve a second-order -- E_t(K2K3/s ). Multiplying by s2 and rearranging terms,
differential equation. The circuit is well known and docu- and letting Ka = K4, we arrive at

mented in analog computer and servomechanism fields, s2 High-passEx/: E1
s2-Jr-KsKas -FKd-o' response

Audio RESISTANCE

E,_ _d'-' ER Ell \ j-- ' responses s2-I-KeKas + Ka-o
"NORMAL"( O "LIMIT" EN '1' Notch

output ( Kg-°, a Low-pass

( High Low E_ = En _ _ = E1 o' response.

6 K 2

, 0 va, Pa,,0 S2 / So+ KoKas-JoKa_
EH Out Out EL

)Band If we now set the denominators equal to zero, the SO-
Ea( Pass

lutions for s are the poles (Fig. 3) of all three response

Negative Negative S2-Jr-K2Kas q- Ka-o= O,

Nemgamti;re Integrator ,,,teV_to_ -- K_Ka / K22s -- _ ---+-jKa 1 -- _ro'+-Jo°o'

2 ,J 4
The center frequency of the bandpass response too =

[ _/tr 0 + t0o2 = Ka. The resonance factor Q -- --t°d
2_ro = 1/K_. Ka and K2 thus provide independent con-

i F -.--- >

(_ _ comp envied.......... ] >To, trol of center frequency Fo and Q. Referring t° Fig' 2'
......... IF---> the notch output is a weighted sum of the high-pass and

Frequency ............ ,., > TOK3 low-pass ftmctions, that is, the notch response isControl

Inputs

ID--> aka 2+ (1 --a)s 2

O_ ¢ To [<2 Eg = ·
Tem_r_IUrB

.......... s2+ K-OKas+ Ka2
dr;_7[;'37' I_ _ > ToK,

Fig. 2. Filter block diagram. _Coveredby O. S. Patent 3444362.
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taneously provides high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, and
notch outputs. The filter is capable of providing a wide
variety of formant shaping and tonal modulation. The
band-pass response is that of a natural acoustic resonator,

_C_.._,_" -,-_. and is most useful in synthesizing instrumental timbres.
,^NDPASS , _ I _ _r In addition, the high degree of stable resonance and fre-

', quency tracking accuracy attainable enables the filter to
_<---cr.-- ×=pore perform precise narrow-band spectrum analysis of audioo=zero

signals (Figs. '4-6).

The center frequency F c of the band-pass output is the
X ...... l
I cutoff frequency of the high-pass and low-pass outputs.

·OW,ASS I > F c may be set by the coarse and fine frequency knobsI

i over the range of 16 Hz to 16 kHz. Control signals ap-
x ...... plied to any F_ input will change the center frequency

from the knob setting by 1 octave per volt when the knob

i+ above the control input is at maximum. Control signals

? ...... from the individual inputs are summed with the Fc knob

HIGHPASS ; ) controls, and may be positive, negative, or audio.

r jt _LOWPASS _ NORMAL MOO[

°' ._2Z..... '--

16H_ F= IeKHZ IeH_ _, IeK_

NOTe. I > f",
.... RESPONSE Q=2 / _ NORMAL MODE o=.,/, LIMIT MOOE

Fig. 3. Pole-zerolocationsfor mathematicalanalysis.......................

Q_2 t NORMaLMODE LIMmIMOOE Q=_

Note that the notch response has the same poles as .,*.,^_, / '",R_PONSE

the other responses, but also has zeros at S = --+ jK a ;'-',.._2__.....

¥ a/(1 -- a), which means that the notch frequency can ......................
be varied with respect to F_.

If the resonance mode switch is in the "limit" posi- NoTe.RESPONSES
tion, the four responses wig be scaled by Ks, which is

NOTCH rR£_ nOTCH tREe

gain,maderegardlesseqUalto K2,ofQ.resulting in a peak response of unity /'"'_.__/.._' _'__'_i_-__. __---y.-.
RESULTS ........................... -

What has been achieved is a highly resonant filter with
voltage-controlled frequency and resonance, that simul- PE,COSS,VEOUTPUTWAWFO,MS

Fig. 5. Freq, uency and impulse responses.

With the resonance (Q) knob at minimum and the
resonance switch set to "norm," the band-pass output has
a gain of 0.5 at F, and attenuates 6 dB per octave above
and below F c. The low-pass output has unity gain from

dc to F, and attenuates 12 dB per octave above F c. The
notch output has flat response everywhere except for a

deep (40-dB) notch at a frequency determined by the
(notch frequency/Fo) knob. With this knob set to l, the
notch occurs at F c. Note that the notch output is effec-
tive only at Iow Q.

As the resonance (Q) knob is 'turned up, a resonant
peak occurs at F_ in all four outputs, except in the notch
output when the notch frequency is at F c. The gain at
this peak is numerically equal to the Q, and the 3-dB

bandwidth of this peak is equal to FJQ. Thus, as Q is
.... varied from ½ to 512, the bandwidth varies from 2 F,

Fig. 4. Filter front panel (actual size). (2 octaves) to Fo/512 (1/32 of a semitone). When using
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1) Select any single harmonic up to at least the 30th
CENTER FREQUENCY (Fei: 16Hz to 16 KHz, voltage controlled.

...... SSRESPONSE ..................... 6 ......... e. from an oscillator, so that any note played will have this
RESONANCE (Oh % ..... (0 to S.............. }............... led. same harmonic emphasized.

......... {td_............ /........... 2) Reject any harmonic [na likewise manner.
HIGHPASSAND LOWPASS RESPONSE: t 2 db per octave cutoff at Pc, with same resonant peakat Fc as

.......... R........ 3) The filter may be controlled from a keyboard and

NOT.... SPONSE:, ............ Ecu,;................................... fed from a fixed oscillator, so that harmonics may bedetermlned by NOTCHFR[O control.

.............. I ............ i, fi ........ f...... h atFc. selected and played as a scale (just intonation).
NOT0.D_PT,:> ,0db. 4) The filter may be fed white or pink noise and

NOTD.W,OTN(Sdb_:2....... ,o_s,m,,.... "played" on a. keyboard, producing "pitched" noise. TheCONTROL INPUT RANGE: _+10v maximum.

INPUTIMPEDANCE:50Kobmmini .... degree of "pitchedness," or "color," may be remotely
FcCONTROLCHARACTERISTIC:l octavepervolt;atOV,Fcisequ@tothefrequencyknobsettlng.controlled over a range from no pitch sensation to a

OCONTROLCHARAC ..................... Q;atOV. Qisequ@ ........... (O}knob.tting. slowly but randomly varying sine wave (depending onAUDIO INPUT RANGE: --+l0 v maximum.

AUDIO INPUT IMPEDANCE: S0 Kohm minimum. Q) ·

AUO,OOU*PU*........... K.... 5) "Phasing," or "flanging," may be simulated by listen-

OVERLOADUGHT: Incfi ........... ive input leveE ing to the notch output and sweeping the center ftc-
KEYBOARD PERCUSSION: Applies pulse from keyboard to filter, which rings according to Q.

Upon releaseof key, tone decay...... ding to Final Q knob setOng, quency Fc.
POWERREOUIREMENTS: ±,5volts@60........... dto±0, t%. 6) The simultaneous output capability permits the fil-

+12 to +15 volts @30 mA, Iamp supply,

ter to be used as a voltage-controlled electronic crossover
Fig. 6. Electrical specifications, network.

high resonance, the audio input controls may have to be 7) Several filters may be combined in parallel or cas-
turned down to prevent overload. An overload light is cade to yield all sorts of complex timbral modulations

provided for this purpose. The Q may be controlled by and/or impulse responses.
external signals. The Q control characteristic is exponen- 8) By applying negative voltage to the frequency-

tial, that is, each volt applied to a Q input doubles the control input, the center frequency may be driven down
Q when the input knob is at maximum, to at least 1 Hz, permitting it to modify transients such as

With the resonance switch set to "lim," the height of square waves for envelope-shaping applications.

the resonant peak is limited to unity gain at F., and the
response on either side falls off as the Q is increased. MUSICAL APPLICATIONS: ANALYSIS
This mode is useful when tuning sharply about a strong
fundamental or harmonic of the input signal, but will The 1047 can be used with an oscilloscope and sweep

otherwise result in a very low output signal at high source (simple sawtooth oscillator) to perform real-time
resonance. For most applications, this switch should be spectrum analysis of virtually any kind of input signal.
set to "norm." The exponential frequency control characteristic yields a

A low-level signal such as an electric organ or guitar plot that is amplitude versus the logarithm of frequency,
may be plugged into the front panel ext input, which is similar to convention,al audio graph paper plots. By in-
mixed with the lower matrix switch audio inputs, setting a logarithmic converting circuit between the ill-

Upper matrix switch inputs for audio, F C and Q are ter output and the oscilloscope vertical input, the plot

provided. The short arrows are independent, unattenu-
ated inputs, while the long arrows, marked 1, 5, and 9, +_sv

are wired directly to the corresponding lower inputs for

the purpose of attenuating upper matrix switch inputs. _v2<--7-----]

Another feature is keyboard percussion (Fig. 7) which _ *-k---_
R

, Control Band

allows the filte_r to generate a wide variety of percussive +_sv,, ti v ^ ,_ __'_put _,0_ _

tones from the keyboard. The keyboard gate and trigger _vL_ _q.,? o

outputs should be connected to the gate and trigger in- * Vl / FrerrF_eq

puts at the upper right corner of the panel, and the key- ¢ /Keyb I iiltilC°ntr°lInput Audioinput
board control voltage applied to any one Ff. input. With __atte°ard

' /XX/XXJ/AI Keyboard Freq.

the keyboard percussion switch on, striking a key pro- _ i ou_
duces a sharp percussive attack, followed by a tone which

Keyboard trigger out [. -- . . ...... +IOV
A_

varies from a slightly pitched click resembling a castanet C^TE
clap (at low Q) to a slowly decaying sine tone at high > _m_
Q. Upon releasing the key, the tone damps at a rate de-

TRIGGER¢ +15V

termined by the final Q knob. The band-pass output gives 2_, s
the most natural percussivequality, although the high- ._time
pass .and low-pass outputs may be used. They give a /k

sharper and a duller attack, respectively. ,[Jlj[]hnnnl]Filter Out fifinnnn_..(ringing in response

.... igger pulse). IlllUUIJUUUU"".... .-,,m.MUSICAL APPLICATIONS: SYNTHESIS ur-

Since the 1047 filter has a linear pitch versus control

function (1 octave per volt)and precise control '_ '1'voltage
of resonance, the device will track a voltage controlled _v' ,__
oscillator. Some examples of synthesis applications are _°_' _^_
as follows. Fig. 7. Keyboardpercussionas used in ARP synthesizer.
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frequency responses of circuits, loudspeakers, rooms, and

anything that can be converted into an electrical signal.

o.__o F'i_._.'ER[audi_signal vertical horizontal 6) Distortion Analysis: The filter can either measure
Externals,gnal in ut input the amplitude of each distortion component (harmonic ortobe P

analy_d .:baffd (1 volt represents
input/_'_'?'_req, pass ' SCOPE ' [ _octa,e) sideband, etc.), or used to notch out the fundamental sine

/ IcomroI out (preferablystorage) I wave and pass all the distortion at once.

s[w__ _nput _ 7) Art: Fig. 9 shows an oscilloscope which simply/t/l/_ crossplotted the high-pass and band-pass outputs of the

Fig. 8. Typical filter application in sound analysis (spec- filter, which was fed a mixture of square waves. The
trum analyzer), spirals are the polar equation of a damped sinusoid. The

picture is merely an example of the infinite variety of

will be directly calibrated in decibels versus octaves (Fig. "electronic art" than can be generated with the filter, an
8). oscilloscope,and someexperimentation.

8) Education: Music educators, physics instructors,
MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS psycho-acoustic researchers, in short, anyone who can

use an accurate stable voltage-controlled resonator will
The range of applications for any voltage-controlled find this filter an extremely useful tool to both explore

active filter is of course large, but a few that are particu- and advance the state of their art.
larly pertinent to the capabilities of the 1047 filter should
be mentioned.

1) Analog Computation: The filter is basically a volt-
age-controlled analog computer, so it is useful in simu-

lating and compensating feedback control systems.
2) Biological Data Processing: The filter can be used,

for example, to isolate alpha waves from raw EEG out-
puts. For that matter, it can spectroanalyze the whole
brain wave output in real time.

3) Seismic and Vibration Measurement.

4) Speech Analysis and Synthesis: Formants may be
accurately controlled in a speech simulator, for example.

5) Measurement: The filter can be used to measure Fig. 9. Filter-oscilloscope art.
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